




OUR MARCH MEETING





We often see clients who present as obsessively focused on circumstances and distracted from self. An Alanon joke
asks, “What passes before a codependent’s eyes right before she dies?” “Her partner’s life!” Then, there’s the one,
“How many codependents does it take to change a light bulb?” “None, they just sit in the dark and adjust to it.”
Recovery from a self-disorder such as codependency is a challenge that may take a lifetime to master, but gives gracious
rewards from the beginning.
On March 12th, Phyllis Haig,
MFT,
will
present
an
experiential
and practical
seminar on assessing and
treating codependency using
the
latest
therapeutic
strategies.
Breath and
boundary-work exercises will
be demonstrated as ways to
help clients be mindfully in
their body and present for
themselves. Other self-care
tools will be described
including information about
Alanon. Several handouts will
be given including a useful
bibliography. Discussion time
will be reserved for short
clinical scenarios as well as
questions and answers.
Phyllis brings 23 years of
experience as an MFT and over
30 years treating chemical and
codependency
in
private
practice and various mental
health settings. She currently
works at PsychStrategies Inc.




 






Phyllis Haig, MFT

IF THE PARKING LOT IS FULL, YOU CAN PARK AT THE J.C.GARAGE ACROSS MENDOCINO AVE.FOR $3 OR ASK
PERMISSION TO PARK AT THE EGGAN AND LANCE MORTUARY. IF YOU DO NOT ASK THE COST OF TOWING IS
$225.

April 9th, 2010

Sexual Addiction: Assessment and Treatment
Tim Stein, MFT
May 14th, 2010

Psychology of Technology, Internet Addiction, and the Digital Divide
Between Digital Immigrants (parents) and Digital Natives (children)
Ofer Zur, Ph.D. www.surinstutite.com/internetaddiction.html
June 11th, 2010

Focusing: A Somatic Approach to Psychotherapy
John Amodeo, Ph.D., MFT











President’s Message
Cynthia Halliday, MFT







What’s in it for me? Is the ever-present question that
bridges YOU as a RECAMFT Individual Health
Professionals to the members of our community who
need help with relationship issues in their lives. Why
would they want to come to us? What’s in it for them?
The stronger and clearer we, as a group of professionals
can answer the question, the louder the message will
be heard by those who want help and want to know
how to find it.

In all my hurrying from here to there,
often rushing to arrive, at a
destination, at a prescribed time, I
forget to take in the beauty around
me. Choices I have available to me
become blurred in the rushing. I find
myself realizing that I have traveled
miles down the road without
knowing exactly how I got there. However, when I
arrive at the entrance to a bridge and begin the journey
from one side to the other, I am shaken to awareness of
my surroundings. The rhythmic sound of the tires rolling
on the surface, the flashing quality of sunlight that
passes through the railings and tresses, the vista of
surrounding water fills my soul with awe.
I feel
inspired.

We, as an organization made up of unique individuals,
have an opportunity to build bridges to our community
that educates others about the benefits of Marriage and
Family Therapy.
In this process, we also reap the benefit of building
bridges to each of our individual professional practices.
Create a bridge into your future through the decisions
you make and actions you take now.
Are you interested in growth and development of your
practice? Get your own needs met as you meet the
needs of others…. Participate in RECAMFT’s OUTREACH
ACTIVITIES.

Bridges have always captured my attention and
continue to intrigue me. Like bridges span the spaces
above, below and beyond, so do life’s transitions and
even daily decisions. These transition/decision bridges
take us from where we are (even if that is hurried,
rushing, and unaware), toward where we will be (even
if unseen or unknown), through the span of the reality
of what is. What bridges are in your life? What vistas
surround you? What fills your soul with awe.

Please contact Kate Maxwell or Cynthia Halliday with
specific questions.
Cynthia Halliday has an Art Therapy and Marriage and Family Therapy practice in Santa Rosa. She can be reached at (707) 578-1064

What inspires you?
I began thinking about how RECAMFT is a bridge in our
profession and in our community.





We have each come in our own way, at our own pace,
and with our unique ideas about why it is important to
be a part of RECAMFT. “What’s in it for me?” … is the
ever-present question that bridges RECAMFT as an
organization to the membership it serves. Your needs
create the basis for the very existence and focus of
RECAMFT. So too, the needs of the families, couples,
children, and individual’s that make up our community,
create the basis for the very existence and focus for us
as individual practicing health professionals. Naturally,




Presented by Diane Myers, RN, MSN, CTS

is being offered by the Santa Clara Valley Chapter of
CAMFT. This is one of three courses required for
anyone who wishes to be a member of the CAMFT
Trauma Response Network. (The other two are: one










from the Red Cross and the CISM Critical Incident Stress
Debriefing.) This workshop will provide participants
with essential knowledge and skills for intervening
effectively with mental health needs in the complex and
intensive aftermath of a disaster. The presenter is an
excellent teacher and we urge anyone who thinks he or
she may want to do this work should a crisis occur
locally to take advantage of this opportunity.
When: Friday, April 9 and Saturday, April 10, 2010
Where: City of Mountain View Fire Department
Auditorium, 1000 Villa Street, Mountain View
Price:Members:$200.00
Non-members: $225.00



For reservation information, call (408) 235-0210 or
email mail@scv-camft.org. For information on the
workshop, call Mary Kay Bigelow, (650) 948-3400


































































 
 
 




 






















 
 
 






change in motion by effectively structuring the initial
session so people are not allowed to just vent on each
other but begin to see their partner in a different light
and rekindle hope for a deep connection with each
other.
Judith structures the first session by asking two basic
questions and building on that. The first question is "if
you could magically accomplish everything you wish for
here, what would that be?" She uses this question to
establish the positive intent each may have and to begin
to identify the problem areas.
Judith then asks each party to describe the family they
grew up in. She listens for and identifies the areas of
trauma. She uses this information over time to make
that
person's
problematic
behavior
more
understandable both to themselves and to their
partner, thereby increasing empathy and tolerance.









Judith also educates them on how the brain works, in
particular, the amygdala. She explains that trauma is
recorded by the amygdala whose job it is to continually
search for similar circumstances and put the brain and
body on defensive alert if anything similar to the trauma
experience occurs in current time. This can explain that
person's strong emotional reactions to particular
traits/behaviors in their partner. Judith then uses this
understanding to enlist the couple in the goal of
becoming healing agents for each other, or, in terms of
brain functioning, to develop new responses to each
other besides the amygdala alarm response.



Thank you, Judith, for an informative and thoughtprovoking presentation. Judith can be reached at (707)
829-1670.
Michael Krikorian has over 30 years experience as an MFT.
He works with individuals and couples, adults and teens. For
information, go to www.mkrikorian-therapist.com.











On February 12 at our monthly RECAMFT meeting, we
had an interesting and thought-provoking presentation
by local MFT, Judith Goleman. Judith spoke about
couple's therapy and, specifically, on "Using the First
Session to Create Emotional Safety." Judith believes
that couple's therapy is an invaluable place for people
to experience personal growth because, 1) they are
motivated to be there and, 2) they have a "spy" in the
room who knows what their issues are. Her goal is to
help them become healing agents for each other rather
than just adversaries. Judith believes she can set this



mbauman@sonic.net. Many thanks to Mark for his
ongoing generosity.

Bridging the Couple’s Chasm
Gottman Level 1 Training

The5150 Raffle is held every month at the RECAMFT general
meeting. All attendees are eligible to win. Winners please
contact the person donating the servicewithin 6 weeks. Feel
free to pass the 5150 prize to someone else if you are notable
to take advantage of the offering. If anyone has ideas about
people who might be interested in donating future 5150
prizes, please contact JanLowry-Cole at 542-7987. Enjoy! (For
winners of the raffle, please give Jan feedback about the
service you receive

A Workshop for Clinicians
A NEW
Research-based Approach
(12 CE’s)




presented by

Lisa Lund, CRC, MFT
Marcia Gomez , LCSW




Many thanks to all who worked together to make the
Law & Ethics workshop go smoothly.

S a nta Rosa ~ May 7th - 8th, 2010

acouplesplace.com




Margaret Newport
Julie Green
Kate Maxwell
Carol Firestone-Gillis
Elizabeth Crenshaw
Cynthia Halliday
Catherine Capitani













Our March 5150 raffle drawing is being donated by
Mark Bauman. Mark is a bodyworker and educator with
well over 30 years experience as a practitioner, and
over 25 years as a teacher. His focus is both to make an
immediate difference for each person he works with, as
well as help educate in ways that help the person make
ongoing long-term positive changes. The work will help
deepen awareness of physical/mental/emotional
processes, and learn better habits of moving, sitting,
standing, posture, etc. Mark meets clients/students as
they are now, and helps them move toward more ease,
freedom, and comfort. He is a CMT, as well as a
Certified Trager® Practitioner and Certified Chi Nei
Tsang Practitioner, employing both tablework and
mindful movement. Some comments from Mark's
clients: "Working with Mark is such a pleasure due to
his relaxed and compassionate presence. He is warm
and funny and I feel very safe with him." "Mark is one of
the very best bodyworkers I've known. Highly skilled
and tuned-in . . . this work helps improve my digestion
and helps enhance my overall energy level. I always
come away from a session with Mark feeling a deep
sense of well-being . . ." FMI and to schedule your
session, call Mark at (707)546-2468, or email him at

Referring to an Outdoor or
Residential Treatment Program?
Educational consultants, in collaboration with referring mental
health professionals, work with families to identify appropriate
therapeutic treatment options for struggling students.
Bob Casanova is an experienced, licensed marriage and
family therapist (MFT) who provides realistic, comprehensive
recommendations to Therapeutic Schools, Residential
Treatment Centers and Outdoor Therapeutic Treatment
Programs for teens and young adults who need help
coping with such challenges as:
Drug or alcohol abuse/dependence • Learning differences
Social, emotional or psychiatric concerns • Self harm • Eating disorders
School failure or refusal • Adoption/attachment issues
Asperger’s/PDD/NLD • Family conﬂict • Loss and grief • Divorce

BOB CASANOVA Educational Consultant
and Licensed Marriage & Family Therapist
Affiliated with McClure Mallory & Baron

319 South E Street, Suite A | Santa Rosa, CA 95404

707.526.5800






Judith Peletz
Kim Gagnon
Romy Brock
Debbie Oliver
Susan Hartz
Katherine Kirk
Clare Moore



BUILD YOUR PRACTICE THROUGH
RECAMFT




       
       

       
       




      
Office available MWF. Located in the beautiful
         
historical Kress Building in downtown Santa Rosa.

Wheelchair accessible, tastefully furnished, perfect for
       
individual and couples work.
Contact Shelli at
         
707.478.1444 for more information.
         

Office Space downtown Petaluma. Good parking,
         
kitchen available. $150 per month for Mondays and

Saturdays until 2pm. Contact Fenella: 415 717 3216 or

fenella@comcast.net.
        

Office Space Available: Newly renovated one story

office building, large waiting room, and wheelchair

         
accessible. 200 sq. ft. office with patio. Playroom is

available all day Friday, Saturday and Sunday. Call
       
Mervin 707 570-3940 x2.
     

      



         
          
Free Introductory Workshop March 6 & 20 – “Rewards

and Challenges of Working with Children” $10 for 1.5
       
CEUs. Consultation/Supervision Group for Therapists

Who Work with Children – weekly group in Petaluma

with a practical, structured format. $40 for 1.5 hr for
        
licensed therapists and sliding scale for interns. Led by
       
BJ Brown, MFT 765-4885 or bjbrownmft@yahoo.com
     
CEUs included

      

       
2009 Directory Corrections


        
Cynthia Bohnker’s correct phone number is: 707 364-7744
        
Catherine Capitani’s correct phone number is:
           
707 522-0488 or 529-5520


Carol Harvey
      
204 G Street, Suite 205

        
Petaluma, CA 94952

e-mail : carolharvey.nft@sbcglobal.net

website: www.carolharveymft.com
 




Adolescents, Brief/solution focused, Families, Relationship

issues, Narrative





























NEWSLETTER COSTS & DEADLINES

Line ads and announcements:
Members - $5 per line

Non-members - $12 per line
Flyers inserted in newsletter - $100
Mailing labels - Members - $65
 - $125
Non-members
Display ads:

Full page - 9.75” x 7.5” = $200
Half page -4.75” x 7.5” = $110
Quarter page
 - 4.5” x 3.5” = $60
Eighth page - 2” x 3.5” = $35

10% discount for 5 month
ad commitment
20% discount for 10 month ad commitment

Deadlines:
Articles (500 words max) - 15th of the month
Advertisements - 15th of the month

For more information call, fax,
 or email the office at:
707 575-0596 or therapy@recamft.org

NEWSLETTER DISCLAIMERS
The opinions and points of view in the articles
contained herein do not necessarily
reflect that of the

Board of Directors of RECAMFT or of CAMFT.
 is included. Submitted
Authors’ contact information
articles may be edited and
 are published at our
discretion depending on space and relevance to our

readers’ professional interests.
























RECAMFT HONORS
ITS

PAST PRESIDENTS


Susan Hartz

Kate Maxwell

Gail Van Buuren
Diana Poulson

Joan Logan

Judith Goleman
Ange Stephens

Christopher Doyle
F. Michael Montgomery 
Julie Green

Jan Lowry-Cole
Rhaea Maurel

Paula Hall

Kitty Chelton
Don Scully & Randi Farkas
Hari Meyers

Grace Harris
Richard Alongi

Diana Young
Andrew Leeds

Carleita Schwartz

Christine Bucholz
Thomas Hedlund

Rick Mawson


2009
2008
2007
2005-2006
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1994-1995
1993-1994
1992-1993
1991-1992
1990-1991
1989
1988
1987
1986
1982-1985
1980-1982



















CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION
REDWOOD EMPIRE CHAPTER,


OF MARRIAGE & FAMILY THERAPISTS


PO BOX 2443, SEBASTOPOL,
CA 95473

The
Redwood
Empire








 707 575-0596
Telephone/Fax:

Email: therapy@recamft.org

Website: www.recamft.org
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